Filtered Mechanosensing Using Snapping Composites with Embedded Mechano-Electrical Transduction.
Mechanosensing is ubiquitous in natural systems. From the skin ridges of our finger tips to the microscopic ion channels in cells, mechanosensors allow organisms to probe their environment and gather information needed for processing, decision making, and actuation. Despite technological advances in synthetic mechanosensing, it remains challenging to achieve this functionality at the scale of large stiff structures where both the amount of data to sense locally and the diversity of input stresses that the sensors have to withstand require highly tunable systems. Filtered sensing using mechanical displacement is an effective strategy developed by organisms to cope with large sets of stimuli. Inspired by this biological strategy, we fabricate bistable elements that can passively filter mechanical inputs, translate them into electrical signals, and be reset to their original sensing state using an external magnetic field. These multiple functionalities are achieved using hierarchically structured composites that can be arranged in large-area arrays. The filtering capability and fast passive response of our mechanosensors are experimentally demonstrated using simple electrical circuits and magnets. Thanks to their scalability and applicability to a wide range of material systems, these low-power sensors are avenues for the fabrication of load-bearing structures that are able to sense, compute, communicate, and autonomously adapt in response to external magneto-mechanical stimuli.